to break away with intent to join the troops that had marched to the
assault upon the citadel They would provide themselves, they said,
with weapons from the houses that "lay in their way. Some who had
retained the shackles of which their limbs had been eased wielded
these in a manner which showed how terribly they might be used as
flails.
So Prospero let them go', pitying the Turks upon whom they might
happen and rejecting that the fierce spirit governing them should
render them valuable auxiliaries to Gianettino.
The mischief that followed resulted from the fact that Gianettino's
troops, finding themselves like conquerors in possession of a city
abandoned to them by the enemy, bethought them of the conqueror's
right of pillage, and so as to fall upon the unguarded wealth at their
mercy were deflected from their real purpose. Gianettino saw no
reason to restrain them. He argued that the longer the Admiral's
guns were to left batter the citadel, the more demoralized would be
the defenders and the readier to capitulate to a land force at their
gates. A captain of keener vision or greater experience would have
foreseen the consequences of that premature gathering of fruits of
victory even without the contribution to it supplied by the delivered
slaves in the course of their search for arms, For they changed the
character of the search when they came upon the plundering soldiery,
and were at once infected by the same predatoriness. From the more
romantic thoughts of righteous justice, their minds were turned to
the practical consideration that it was better compensation for their
sufferings to rob the Infidel dogs of their wealth rather than of their
lives. Their knowledge of the city gained in years of suffering told
them exactly where the greatest riches were to be found. They became
the guides of the soldiery in this looting, and soon Gianettino's regiment
had melted into marauding groups that were ranging the city and even
straying beyond it into the outskirts, where some of the more opulent
had their dwellings. If there was no wine in these Moslem households
there was gold and jewels, silks and women to intoxicate a brutal
soldiery to whom the yashmak was but a provocation.
Giajaettino, in the market-place, where the pillage had started among
the deserted booths, waited with some fifty or sixty foHowers who were
content to remain with him because already laden with all the booty
they could carry and glad to pause and glut themselves on the fruits
and sickly Turkish sweetmeats of which the souk yielded abundance.
Whilst this was happening Prospero had embarked some eight
hundred of his rescued Christians, distributing them among the six
galleys at the mole. Then, in a long-boat from one of these vessels,
he had gone off to the Grifone, to report to the Admiral.
Don Alvaro de Carbajal was on board the Lord Andrea's flagship,
and it was plain to Prospero when he emerged upon the poop that he
came to interrupt an altercation.
With a shattered mizzen, which in its fall had slain or disabled a
score of men, the Grifone had moved into the rear, out of range of the
citadel's guns, and when Prospero reached her the slaves from the
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